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The political landscape of Gandhāra in the decades around the turn of the Common Era has been constructed 
from corroded coins, eroded inscriptions, decayed manuscripts, and weathered sculptures and then cross-
referenced with archaeological data and literary references – a vexing task that remains unfinished. This 
article helps to clarify one element of the politically convoluted climate of Gandhāra by focusing on a 
specific polity, the Apraca dynasty, and using a particular type of evidence, namely inscribed reliquaries. 
Names and dates culled from the inscriptions on these objects have provided a general anchor point for this 
dynasty and a relatively coherent chronology. However, determining where the Apracas ruled has proven 
problematic, hinging solely on the provenance of the Shinkot reliquary discovered in 1937 in the village 
of Shinkot, “about twenty miles north-west of the confluence of the Panjkora and Swat rivers,” in what is 
now the Bajaur Agency of the Federally Administered Tribal Areas [FATA] of Pakistan.1 In this article, we 
combine the physical characteristics of the Apraca reliquaries with the texts inscribed on these objects to 
more accurately locate this dynasty. Features of Gandhāran reliquaries, particularly their bases, reveal a 
distribution pattern consistent with production techniques from two geographical regions situated to the 
west and east of the Khyber Pass, in what today would coincide with eastern Afghanistan and northern 
Pakistan. Apraca reliquaries conform with this broad west/east distribution pattern, and the two regional 
variants correlate with inscribed reliquaries associated with two prominent Apraca figures, the Apraca king 
(apracarāja) Vijayamitra (II) and the Apraca prince (kumāra) and general (stratego) Indravarma I. Although 
the exact relationship between Vijayamitra (II) and Indravarma I is not definitively established, we do know 
they were contemporaries and that only Vijayamitra (II)’s descendants became Apraca kings. The stark 
geographic and dynastic division between these two groups of reliquaries suggest that Vijayamitra (II) and 
his successors resided in Bajaur and were closely affiliated with eastern Afghanistan, while Indravarma I 
expanded Apraca influence into Gandhāra in the region between Peshawar and Taxila.      

The close study of the features of Apraca reliquaries employed for the first time in this article mitigates the 
fact that every extant Apraca inscribed object, apart from the Shinkot reliquary, lacks a precise provenance 
due to their acquisition on the clandestine antiquities market. Apraca reliquaries bearing features typical 
of the western type suggests an Apraca connection with the peoples and polities of eastern Afghanistan, 
or the areas south of the Hindu Kush and west of the Khyber Pass. Eastern types of relic containers that 
are common to northern Pakistan, that is parts of ancient Gandhāra east of the Khyber Pass up to Taxila, 
suggest the Apracas had some connection with the Śaka and Indo-Parthian groups who had settled in 
this region. Bajaur is situated directly on this regional divide, making it a prime candidate for the Apraca 
homeland, and its strategic location insulated the Apracas from their neighbours but did not isolate them 
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from the political, economic, and religious currents coursing through this region. The above map (Fig. 1) of 
Buddhist archaeological sites shows Bajaur in relation to ancient Gandhāra, and the lack of archaeological 
excavations conducted in Bajaur contributes, in large part, to our inability to properly locate the Apracas.

In the following three sections this article will outline what we know about the Apraca dynasty and its 
connection with Bajaur, correlate the features of Apraca reliquaries with other Gandhāran reliquaries, and 
reconcile our previous understandings of the Apracas with this current evidence.  

The Old Problem: Situating the Apraca Dynasty in Bajaur

The date of the Apraca dynasty and their dynastic chronology has been reconstructed from seventeen 
inscriptions associated with these rulers and their corresponding numismatic evidence. Unlike many 
entities ruling in Afghanistan, northern Pakistan, or almost all of South Asia in the early historic period, 
we have a clear date for one phase of the Apraca dynasty, namely 2/1 bce – 30/1 ce that corresponds to 
the reign of Vijayamitra (II). Vijayamitra (II)’s rule is determined by his regnal dates found in the Shinkot 
reliquary (year five), the Rukhuṇa reliquary (year twenty-seven) and the Prahodi reliquary (year thirty-two) 
inscriptions.3 Fortunately, the dating formula in the Rukhuṇa reliquary also contains the year 73 of the 

Figure 1: Map of Gandhāra showing Bajaur in the northwest periphery along what is now the Afghanistan-Pakistan 
border.2
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Azes era and year 201 of the Indo-Greek era in addition to Vijayamitra’s regnal year. By triangulating these 
three dates, Vijayamitra (II)’s twenty-seventh year equates to 25/6 ce and his first to 2/1 bce. This date is a 
decade later than 15 ce originally proposed by Richard Salomon in 2005, where he theorises that both the 
Vikrama and Azes eras commenced in 58/7 bce. Joe Cribb, however, in the same 2005 volume as Salomon, 
questioned this calendrical correspondence and proposed the year 46 bce for Azes year one based on the 
correlation of Kaniṣka’s year one in 127 ce and year 301 in the Indo-Greek era. In 2009, Harry Falk and 
Chris Bennett similarly argued for decoupling the Azes era from the Vikrama era using the intercalary 
Macedonian month of Gorpiaios found in Kharoṣṭhī inscriptions, and they fixed the start of the Azes era 
to 48/7 bce (spring-based year) or 47/6 bce (autumn-based year).4 In this article, we accept 48/7 bce as the 
date for the inception of the Azes era and will shift the Apraca dates forward a decade to take account of 
this new reckoning.    

The dates for Vijayamitra (II)’s reign provide a useful anchor point for this dynasty, but since all of 
the dated Apraca inscriptions fall in the reign of Vijayamitra (II), we are left with only approximate dates 
for his predecessors and successors. Viṣṇuvarma was the Apraca king ruling prior to Vijayamitra (II), but 
the relationship between these two rulers is not conclusive. Harry Falk surmises that Vijayamitra (II) was 
Viṣṇuvarma and Rukhuṇa’s son, based on the title jivaputra, ‘she who has a living son’, qualifying Rukhuṇa, 
but Richard Salomon notes that they could also be brothers; for the purpose of this article the exact nature 
of their relationship is not paramount and will remain unresolved.5 We know from Indravarma I’s reliquary 
and his wife Uttara’s silver scroll inscription that Viṣṇuvarma was Rukhuṇa’s husband and Indravarma I’s 
father.6 The undated Loṇa reliquary references Viṣṇuvarma as a prince, suggesting the existence of an earlier 
Apraca king.7 Although definitive evidence to identify this ruler has yet to emerge, Richard Salomon points 
to a possible candidate in one of the two Vijayamitras referenced in the Shinkot reliquary, and based on his 
conjecture we distinguish between Vijayamitra (I) and Vijayamitra (II) in this article.8 

Moving forward in the Apraca chronology, Vijayamitra (II) was succeeded by his son Indravasu, a 
figure known through both numismatic and epigraphic evidence. Indravasu’s coins state that he was both 
an Apraca king and the son of Vijayamitra (II), and Indravarma II’s silver reliquary inscription confirms 
Indravasu’s status as an Apraca king. This inscription also provides the name of Indravasu’s wife Vasumitra 
who is referred to as a jivaputra, and her living son could possibly be Vijayamitra (III), the apparent grandson 
of Vijayamitra (II).9 Vijayamitra (II) had another son, prince Indragivarma, whose inscribed reliquary is part 
of our study.10 In summary, we have no evidence for Vijayamitra’s parents or spouse, but his sons became 
king and prince respectively.

Indravarma I’s lineage has already been established: his parents were the Apraca king Viṣṇuvarma and 
queen Rukhuṇa and his wife was Uttara. The benedictory section of Indravarma I’s reliquary also mentions 
his brother, the general Vaga, his three sisters Vāsavadatā, Mahaveda, Ṇika, and his mother’s brother Ramaka 
and sister Bhaïdata. This inscription is dated to Azes year sixty-three, 15/6 ce, confirming that Vijayamitra 
(II) and Indravarma I were contemporaries.11 The latest date we have for Indravarma I comes from the 
Śatruleka reliquary inscription dated to Azes year seventy-seven, 29/30 ce, and again both Vijayamitra (II) 
and Indravarma I are honoured in this text.12 These two inscriptions show that Indravarma I and Vijayamitra 
(II) co-existed for at least fifteen years, and it was during this period that we suggest Indravarma I extended 
Apraca power into Gandhāra.        

The son of Indravarma I was, until recently, believed to be the general Aśpavarma based on his coin 
legends that read “of the general Aśpavarma son of Indravarma” (imtravarmaputrasa aspavarmasa stratega).13 
Aśpavarma’s copious coinage, greatly outnumbering all other Apraca rulers, and its wide distribution 
throughout Gandhāra indicate that he was a prominent political force. Based on Indravarma I’s pedigree as a 
descendant of the Apraca king Viṣṇuvarma, Aśpavarma being his son seemed likely, and has been presented 
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this way in all previous versions of the Apraca family tree. However, Joe Cribb’s recent work has shown that 
Aśpavarma’s coins share similarities with those minted towards the end of the reign of the Indo-Parthian ruler 
Sasan, and Sasan’s coins are an immediate predecessor to the Soter Megas series issued by Vima Takto.14 The 
correspondence between these three rulers would be approximately 90 ce, placing Aśpavarma in the latter 
part of the first century ce and about sixty years from Indravarma I. This means that Indravarma I was not 
Aśpavarma’s father and instead we should consider Indravarma II, whose reliquary inscription composed on 
a silver vessel identifies him as the son of the general Viśpavarma and Śiśireṇa and clearly distinguishes him 
from Indravarma I by honouring this figure in the benedictory section of the inscription.15 This new Apraca 
dynastic ordering and its relationship with the new evidence provided by the reliquaries will be elaborated 
upon in the third section of this study.

With the main elements of the Apraca dynastic history reviewed, we can now turn to locating these 
rulers. As discussed previously, the association of the Apracas with Bajaur hinges on a single piece of 
evidence, the Shinkot reliquary. A closer examination of the geography of Bajaur shows that this region 
was in fact an ideal place to consolidate power. The Bajaur FATA Agency is bordered by the Lower Dir 
district to the north, the Kunar Province in Afghanistan to the west, the Mohamad agency to the south, and 
the Malakand province to the east. These modern political boundaries follow very closely to topographic 
features, with a high ridge reaching 3000 metres separating Bajaur from Dir in the north and a spine of the 
Hindu Kush forming the Afghan-Pakistan border to the west. On the Afghanistan side of this ridge is the 
Kunar River, which terminates at its confluence with the Kabul River at Jalalabad. To the south, Bajaur is 
divided from the Mohamad agency by another mountainous spur, and the Panjkora and Swat Rivers mark 
its eastern border between Malakand and Swat. Within the confines of these mountains is a fertile plain fed 
by the Rud, or Bajaur River that connects the two main cities of this agency, Nawagai in the southwest near 
the mouth of the Nawa Pass leading to the Kunar River valley, and Khar, the administrative capital, situated 
in the middle of the Bajaur agency. The following two maps show the topography that make up Bajaur’s 
natural borders (Fig. 2) and a more detailed map of the Bajaur Agency (Fig. 3). 

What is notable in these maps is that Bajaur possessed all the prerequisites needed to support a 
localised power base. The mountainous terrain ringing the Rud, or Bajaur River basin served as natural 
defences, insulating the Apracas from their rivals. At the same time, the inhabitants of Bajaur were not 
isolated, and numerous trade routes crossed through this region leading west through the Nawa and 
Ghakhai passes into Afghanistan, north to Dir and 
Chitral, and east and south into Gandhāra via the 
Swat River.17 By securing these routes the Apracas 
would have been able to regulate, and profit from 
trade. But most importantly, the hydrology of the 
Bajaur River provided the most basic prerequisite for 
state formation, that being food. The 1998 Pakistan 
Census indicates the fertility of this region citing 
a population of 595,227 inhabitants, documenting 
the cultivation of wheat (41,106 hectares), barley 
(20,783 hectares), corn (9,875 hectares), rice (4,829 
hectares), various fruits (plums, apples, apricots, 
peaches, and pears), and records the presence of 
small herds of livestock. In addition to agricultural 

Figure 2: Topography of the Bajaur region with the 
administrative capital of Khar provided for reference.
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production, marble extraction is one of Bajaur’s main industries, concentrated mostly in the southwest 
near Nawagai.18 These basic necessities of food, water, and resources made Bajaur a viable region.  

In conjunction with the natural attributes capable of supporting a localised power such as the Apracas, 
there are some additional signs that Bajaur flourished in the early centuries of the Common Era. First and 
foremost are the approximately sixty-one Buddhist sites documented in the 1995 archaeological survey of 
Bajaur, at many of which the archaeologists observed stūpas looted in search of reliquaries.19 Any number of 
these demolished stūpas could have housed Apraca reliquaries. A more conclusive example of the thriving 
state of Buddhism in Bajaur is the cache of about nineteen Buddhist birchbark scrolls discovered in 1999, 
reportedly at a stūpa site near the village of Miān Kili located on the Bajaur River that forms the border 
between Bajaur and the Lower Dir District. Some of the manuscripts in the Bajaur collection are dateable 
on palaeographic grounds to the first and second centuries CE, and the production of manuscripts suggests 
that an organised and entrenched Buddhist community existed in Bajaur, one that presumably benefited 
from Apraca patronage.20 Lastly, the existence of Bajaur pottery, typified by black figures and designs inked 
on a red slip before firing, demonstrates that different regions in and around Gandhāra developed localised 
production techniques.21 Although the Bajaur pottery postdates the Apraca dynasty by a few centuries, 
variations in regional production serve as a major component in our analysis of Apraca reliquaries.        

Figure 3: Political map of the Bajaur Agency.  Khar is in the centre and Nawagai and the Nawa Pass are in the west.16 
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The New Evidence: Geographic Distribution of Apraca Reliquaries

With the Apraca history and chronology outlined and issues pertaining to their location diagnosed, we can 
now focus on the features of their reliquaries and examine what they tell us about the extent of their territory. 
As noted, there are a total of seventeen extant Apraca inscriptions, fourteen of which record relic donations; 
out of these, twelve are engraved on stone reliquaries. We were unable to inspect three reliquary bases, 
the Loṇa reliquary because it is lost and the Shinkot and Ariaśrava reliquaries due to their inaccessibility, 
leaving only nine reliquaries available for our study (Figs. 5). It must be noted that the Shinkot reliquary is 
included in our table because we know the donor, Vijayamitra (II), and its location, Bajaur. What we intend 
to show through these nine examples is that, based on their physical characteristics and accompanying 
texts, the Apraca reliquaries can be divided into two groups, Group A and Group B. These groupings can 
assist in more accurately locating the Apraca dynasty.  

One of the main physical characteristics used to distinguish between the area of production for 
Gandhāran reliquaries are the undersides of their bases, which can be divided into three types: plain 
base, rectangular recessed base, and square recessed base.22 Rectangular and square recesses were most 
likely made to fix a vessel to a lathe, as observed during the production of modern stone objects, and the 
concentric lines found on these reliquaries are consistent with the lathe-turning process.23 Reliquaries with 
a plain base also show concentric lines on their bodies, suggesting they too were turned on a lathe, but at 
the end of production the base was probably polished smooth, thereby eliminating the recess. Although 
this base variation might seem like a minor distinction, when the 147 surveyed Gandhāran reliquaries are 
brought together a clear geographic pattern emerges, as seen in the following chart (Fig. 4). 

What becomes immediately apparent is the stark division between reliquary types. There is hardly any 
crossover between rectangular recessed bases found in eastern Afghanistan west of the Khyber Pass and 
south of the Hindu Kush, and square-shaped recessed bases found in northern Pakistan, namely the Peshawar 
valley, Swat, and Taxila. The largest category, stone vessels with plain bases, is found primarily in northern 
Pakistan, with only three examples reported from Afghanistan. The nine Apraca reliquaries, however, 

Figure 4: Proportions of the three types of underside bases for the 147 inspected Gandhāran stone vessels.
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show an almost equal split between five rectangular recessed bases and four plain bases. The geographical 
distribution of Apraca reliquaries indicated by their bases is further substantiated by design elements that 
align with other reliquaries found in these two regions, a point that will be elaborated upon shortly. The 
characteristics found on their reliquaries suggest that the Apracas straddled this geographic divide, with the 
origin of reliquaries in Group A, rectangular recessed bases related to those from Afghanistan, and Group B, 
plain bases affiliated with those produced in northern Pakistan. What could account for this crisp division?

Our answer to this question is that the reliquaries in Group A were either manufactured in Bajaur or 
imported from workshops in Afghanistan and interred at stūpa sites in this region, and in either case they 
retained their rectangular recess (Fig. 6). The plain based reliquaries of Group B, on the other hand, most 
likely originated from somewhere east of the Khyber Pass and could have been brought to Bajaur or interred 
at a stūpa site in and around northern Pakistan. It must be stated again that we have no provenance for any 
of these nine Apraca reliquaries, but an area like Bajaur situated on the borderlands between what is now 
Afghanistan and Pakistan would be an ideal conduit between these two regions, and it seems the mixed 
characteristics found on the undersides of the Apraca relic containers lends some support to this idea. 

The geographic distinction between the Apraca reliquaries of Group A and Group B, remarkable in itself, 
is made even more relevant when combined with the texts composed on these objects. The five inscriptions 
in Group A all contain texts that record the relic donations of Vijayamitra (II), of persons associated with 
him, or composed during his reign. It is our contention that Vijayamitra (II) and his descendants ruled in 
Bajaur. Group B contains four inscribed reliquaries that record donations made by Indravarma I or those 
associated with him, mainly his wife Uttara and maternal uncle Ramaka. We propose that the plain bases of 
Indravarma I and his relatives’ reliquaries had some connection with Gandhāra. The following tables (Fig. 
5) show the reliquaries in each group:

GROUP A

Name of 
reliquary

Inscription 
No. in 
Baums 

(2012) & 
CKI Ref #

Photo & 
Dimension  

H ´ Dia. (cm)

Donor of relics Year Underside 
of base

Remarks

Shinkot 
Reliquary

1 [CKI 176]

8.3 ´ 22.3

Vijayamitra (II) Unknown year 
of Menander 

and Vijayamitra 
(II)’s regnal year 

5 [3/4 CE]

Unknown The bottom of this 
reliquary has not been 

inspected.

Ṇagaṇaḏa 
Reliquary

6 [CKI 454]

7.4 ´ 8.2

Ṇagaṇaḏa - wife 
of a meridarch; 
donation made 
in the reign of 

Vijayamitra (II)

Azes year 50 or 
60 [2/3 or 12/3 

CE]

Rectangular 
recess

Text: vijayamitra 
avacara[ja](*sa raja)

[mi](*)

Rukhuṇa 
Reliquary

13 [CKI 405]

16.0 ´ 16.0

Rukhuṇa - mother 
of General 

Indravarma I, 
honors Vijayamitra 

(II), along with 
their wives and 

sons

Year 27 of 
Vijayamitra (II) 

[25/6 CE]

Rectangular 
recess

This inscription contains 
the problematic phrase 
jivaputra, which might 
indicate that Rukhuṇa 
was both Vijayamitra 

(II) and Indravarma I’s 
mother.
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In addition to the underside of the bases, there are some other features that attest to this eastern 
Afghanistan/northern Pakistan division. In Group A, the Rukhuṇa reliquary is a double partitioned 
container, one of six known specimens of this type; three that are traceable to stūpa deposits in eastern 
Afghanistan, while the provenance of the other two are unknown.24 The Śatruleka reliquary resembles a 
relic container found in the Barahbad stūpa deposit west of Jalalabad, suggesting a connection between 
this area in eastern Afghanistan and Bajaur.25 A pot bearing the name of Vāsavadatā, possibly the sister of 
Indravarma I and wife of an Oḍi official Suhasoma, is reported to be from Haḍḍa, a Buddhist site in the 
vicinity of Jalalabad, and would support an Apraca connection with areas west of Bajaur linked by the route 
leading up the Kunar River valley and through the Nawa Pass.26 Lastly, the one-tiered knob on the lid of the 
Prahodi reliquary shows a flower motif and geometric petals, and this style of knob is found on stone vessels 
from Afghanistan but is extremely rare on those with a northern Pakistan provenance.27 

Śatruleka 
Reliquary

17 [CKI 257]

18.0 ´ 17.0

Governor 
Śatruleka -Nephew 
of Vijayamitra (II)

Azes year 77 
[29/30 CE]

Rectangular 
recess 

(small and 
off centre)

Text: apracaraja-
bhagineyena

Prahodi 
Reliquary

19 [CKI 359]

6.5 ´ 9.0

Prahodi - lady 
of the women’s 

quarter of 
Vijayamitra (II)

Year 32 of 
Vijayamitra (II) 

[30/31 CE]

Rectangular 
recess

Text: iśparasa 
viyidamitrasa 

avacarajasa aṃteuriae

Indragivarma 
Reliquary

18 [CKI 
402]

6.0 ´ 8.0

Prince 
Indragivarma - son 
of Vijayamitra (II)

Undated Rectangular 
recess

Text: vijayamitrasa 
avacarajasa putre

GROUP B

Indravarma I
Reliquary

8
[CKI 
242] 10 ´ 9.2

Prince Indravarma 
I

Azes year 63
[15/6 CE]

Plain Vijayamitra (II) is  
mentioned as a  
beneficiary.

Uttara Silver 
Scroll

9 [CKI 265]

13.5 ´ 12.0

Uttara – wife of 
prince Indravar-
ma I

Undated Plain Inscription on a silver 
scroll found inside 
reliquary; Vijayamitra 
(II) is mentioned as a 
beneficiary.

Uttara Reli-
quary

10 [CKI 255

12.5 ´ 18.0

Uttara - wife of the 
general Indravar-
ma I

Undated Plain Text: utara stretega-
bharya

Ramaka Reli-
quary

15 [CKI 243] 7.5 ´ 5.4 Ramaka– bother 
of Rukhuṇa and 
maternal uncle of 
Indravarma I

Undated Plain Text (from Indravarma 
I’s reliquary): maüleṇa 
ramakeṇa sadha

Figure 5: Group A - Inscribed stone reliquaries whose inscriptions state that the donor is Vijayamitra (II) and/or those 
closely associated with him. Group B - Inscribed stone reliquaries whose inscriptions state that the donor is Indravarma 
and/or those closely associated with him.
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As regards to the reliquaries in Group B, in 
addition to their plain bases, their form and style show 
affinities with stone containers found in northern 
Pakistan. The Indravarma I reliquary is globular with 
a flat knob and a dimple projecting from its centre, 
and similar vessels made from dark schist with a flat 
knob and projecting dimple have been reported only 
east of the Khyber pass, particularly in the Peshawar 
Basin and Swat.28 As for the Uttara silver scroll 
reliquary, its ovoid shape and lotus petals carved on 
the lid and body is a design common to vessels found 
in Taxila.29 The third reliquary, also donated by Uttara, 
was crafted into a short and straight cylindrical form 
incised with concentric lines on its body and lid, and 
a reliquary with an almost identical shape and design 
was found in a stūpa deposit at the Dharmarājikā J2 
in Taxila.30 

When the features of the relics are combined with epigraphic evidence, what appears to emerge are 
two branches of the Apraca dynasty, one centred in what is most likely Bajaur and the other in Gandhāra, 
possibly extending from Peshawar to Taxila. We think that this division occurred between Vijayamitra 
(II) and Indravarma I, and the next section will examine how this hypothesis might clarify some issues 
concerning Apraca history.

The Old and New: Reassessing the Apraca Dynasty

With this new lens to view the Apraca dynasty we can now approach some of the more unresolved pieces of 
Apraca history, primarily what happened after the thirty-year reign of the Apraca king Vijayamitra (II) and 
the prince and general Indravarma I, and situate this political power within the political history of Gandhāra. 
By proposing this two-branch hypothesis, one rooted in Bajaur and another that extended southeast into 
Gandhāra, we can better understand the political manoeuverings that were taking place in this region on 
the cusp of the Kuṣāṇa era, directly prior to the entrance of Kujula Kadphises and the integration of Bactria, 
Gandhāra and northern India into an imperial unit.

Our discussion of the Apraca dynasty concluded with an unresolved sixty-year gap between the last regnal 
year of Vijayamitra (II), 30/1 ce, and the numismatic concordance of Sasan, Vima Takto, and Aśpavarma in 
about 90 ce. Some of this time can be allotted to the reign of the Apraca king Indravasu, maybe a decade 
or two, and if Indravarma I was Vijayamitra’s (II) nephew and not his brother then he would have been part 
of the subsequent generation, again maybe living for a decade after Vijayamitra. This leaves a space for at 
least one Apraca ruler between Indravasu and Aśpavarma, a person we believe to be the enigmatic prince 
Indravarma II.  

As discussed previously, Indravarma II’s parents, Viśpavarma and Śiśireṇa, do not fit into the Apraca 
chronology and the silver reliquary inscriptions make clear that Indravarma I and Indravarma II are two 
different people. Indravarma II’s silver reliquary does, however, contain one more piece of information 
pertinent to the Apraca dynastic lacuna –the name of Kharaosta, the heir apparent and son of a mahākṣatrapa 
(mahakṣatrapaputra [ya]guraṃña khara[yosta]sa).31 It has always been assumed that Kharaosta was the 

Figure 6: The base of the Rukhuṇa Reliquary showing a 
rectangular recess. (Courtesy of Private Collection)
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same person named on the Mathurā lion capital, and the appearance of his name on this silver vessel meant 
that he originally owned this wine goblet and gifted it to Indravarma II, who in turn repurposed it as a 
reliquary.32 This interpretation connected Kharaosta with the Mathurā kṣatrapas Rajula and his son Śuḍasa 
and would therefore situate him in a territory towards the eastern extent of Gandhāra, quite a distance from 
Bajaur. Joe Cribb has recently shown that based on numismatic grounds there were in fact two Kharaostas, 
the first the son of Śuḍasa referenced in the Mathurā lion capital and the second, the son of Arṭa, who ruled 
at Nagarāhāra near Jalalabad. The coins of his son Mujatria show that he was a contemporary of Sasan and 
Aśpavarma, therefore Kharaosta would have ruled a generation prior, alongside Indravarma II, the proposed 
father of Aśpavarma.33 It now appears that the transfer of the wine vessel from Kharaosta to Indravarma II 
took place between neighbouring polities, connected by the Kunar River and Nawa Pass.  

Reorienting Indravarma II closer to Bajaur also helps to clarify the significance of the biscript seal 
bearing the name of Indravarma. This garnet seal set in a gold ring bezel identifies an Indravarma as a 
lord (iśpara) in Kharoṣṭhī and as an Apraca king (avacaraja) in Brāhmī, but it has never been clear which 
Indravarma, the first or second, rose to the rank of Apraca king.34 With Indravarma II now associated with 
Bajaur, the home of the royal Apraca branch, and situated in the dynastic slot between Indravasu and 
Aśpavarma, it is likely that this was his seal, meaning that he transitioned from an Apraca prince to a king. 
If this interpretation is correct, then the structure of Indravarma II ruling in Bajaur while his son Aśpavarma 
extended Apraca influence into Gandhāra would closely parallel the two-branch system operating during 
the time of Vijayamitra (II) and Indravarma I. The following chart (Fig. 7) shows the newly reconstituted 
Apraca dynastic chronology and the two spheres of influence determined by reliquary features:

Figure 7: This dynastic chronology only includes the Apraca figures discussed in this study and does not show the extended 
family relationships given in the seventeen Apraca inscriptions.
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Changing Aśpavarma’s line of descent from Indravarma I to Indravarma II makes Aśpavarma the last 
member of the Apraca dynasty, an accurate placement since after him the Apracas fade from history. 
Yet, during his career as general, Aśpavarma played a significant role in Gandhāra in the latter part of the 
first century CE, made evident by the large volume of his coins, a silver saucer found in Taxila bearing 
his name, and a reference to this figure found in Gandhāran Buddhist manuscripts.35 In negotiating this 
complex political landscape, Aśpavarma appears to have made an alliance with the Indo-Parthian ruler 
Sasan based on the shared Gondopharid symbol found on their coins and appears to have remained on 
peaceful terms with Mujatria who continued to rule in Jalalabad.36 Kujula Kadphises, the founder of the 
Kuṣāṇa Empire also arrived in Gandhāra during this period, and the Apraca and Indo-Parthian alliance 
might also have prompted him to ally with the Oḍi kings ruling in Swat, a union suggested by Seṇavarma’s 
gold leaf inscription that pays homage to Kujula Kadphises’ son Sadaṣkaṇa.37 

Until a large scale archaeological survey is conducted in Bajaur that clearly links the Apraca rulers with 
this region, pinpointing the exact location of this dynasty will remain speculative. However, by combining 
features of Apraca reliquaries with the textual evidence, we have moved closer to narrowing down the 
Apraca sphere of influence. Bajaur still seems like a highly probable place for these rulers to consolidate 
their power, and once in control of this region they expanded into Gandhāra.                
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